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Correspondence In Context

What do we mean by correspondence?

The definition:

Correspondence whether its digital or analog is a critical component within many customer journeys. Understanding customer touch points within an end to end journey is 
key to ensuring correspondence is relevant, clear & transparent and meets customer expectations.

Getting it right?

Frequently we see correspondence projects start with the best of intentions but quickly turn into elongated deliveries costing more than planned and draining valuable 
resources from BAU activities. As the drive to deliver accelerates, the customer journey gets lost putting a product launch or regulatory requirements at risk.

How you communicate with clients directly impacts their perception of your brand as well as the actions they subsequently take, regardless of channel.

Our approach ensures we deliver at pace whilst ensuring the customer remains at the forefront of delivery.

Get it wrong Get it right

Correspondence projects rarely materialise through desire, but more through necessity of other activities such as regulatory changes, compliance 
requirements, product launches or process improvement.

communication by exchange of letters



Correspondence Proposition
Our correspondence approach supports businesses document correspondence specifications at pace. We seek to engage with key stakeholders to understand existing 
materials to build from in order to meet our client's requirements. We utilise our correspondence catalogue and consultant knowledge, to ensure workshops never start 
from a blank page in order to accelerate delivery – We start you at version 0.9, not 0.1.

• Understand client 
requirements

• Compare existing 
documentation against 
“best practice”

• Understand automation 
opportunities

• Understand legislative & 
regulatory requirements, 
and control points

• Understand the trigger 
points in context of the E2E 
process flow

Assess

• Configure “out of the box” 
data points

• Configure “standard” inputs 
and outputs

• Refine channels
• Refine tone of voice
• Configure internal systems

Configure

• Reduce the time of 
production

• Reduce time required for 
SME input

• Improved controls aligned 
to “best practice”

• Correspondence aligned to 
industry and company 
policies.

Deliver

Regulatory Need

Project 
Requirements

Process 
Improvement

New Product 
or System



Our Approach A Typical Lifecycle

By utilising Simplify content to configure, rather than design, our correspondence approach streamlines the process of production, reducing arduous feedback loops 
and multiple iterations. 

Our “best in class” templates challenge existing thinking and ensure core controls, regulatory requirements and process triggers are considered from the outset.

Sign-off

Assess Propose

CollaborateDocumentReview

We assess existing specifications and 
document Programme objectives.

We utilise the Simplify Correspondence 
to benchmark and challenge existing 
content.

We configure Simplify Correspondence specifications to create draft 
documents and create mock-ups based on business requirements and existing 
materials.

These are shared with stakeholders in advance of any walkthrough to 
accelerate discussion.

Walkthrough sessions start 
with the draft spec, not a 
blank page to reduce the 
number of iterations 
required.

We facilitate sessions using 
remote collaboration tools 
such as Zoom, Teams or 
WebEx.

We openly encourage virtual 
participation and real-time 
updates to documents.

Remaining feedback from walkthrough 
sessions are incorporated into the final 
draft and sent to stakeholders for 
review.

Specs are reviewed by the client. Forums are engaged 
where required.

Because we never start from a blank page, reducing 
the iterative feedback loops, we reach this phase far 

quicker than a typical correspondence project. 

Specs sent for sign off 
by appropriate 

stakeholders and can 
be delivered in two 

phases where required.

Specs are handed off into production.
Benefit realisation plan is updated.



Approach Comparison
The Simplify Approach compared to your typical correspondence project…

Sign-off

Assess Propose

CollaborateDocumentReview

Yes

1st Stakeholder 
Walkthrough

(WebEx)

Workshop Agenda & Existing 
materials shared

BA’s Incorporate 
Feedback

Updated draft issued Review & Respond
DG Ops, Compliance, 

Docs & BaNCS sign-off

Feedback provided
Jeremy to review final version

BA’s update to v1.0
Yes

No

Spec signed-off

Draft Signed 
Off?

V1.0 Signed Off?No

2nd Stakeholder 
Walkthrough

(WebEx)

BA’s Incorporate 
Feedback

BA’s Incorporate 
Feedback

Sign off meeting

Provide Input 
Documentation

 for Spec
(where available)

Typical Approach Simplify Approach

Multiple workshops 
covering design, review & 

sign off

Multiple iterative loops to 
achieve full sign off

Workshops start from a 
blank page or outdated 

materials Set of specifications complete with 
data points, inputs & outputs.

Start from version 0.9, not 0.1.

Workshops focused on 
configuration, not 

iterative design loops.

Final documents 
delivered at pace

Sign-off achieved without 
multiple iterations and 

workshops

We see a reduction in the time to produce final specifications with a reduction in SME input required. 
We are able to ensure specifications tie back to regulations, policies and controls with less support of risk & compliance than typical projects.



How We Approach This Remotely
Remote working methods

Utilisation of  Zoom, 
Teams or WebEx 

functionality.

Utilisation of  Zoom, 
Teams or WebEx 

functionality.

• Data Gathering Matrix
• Prioritisation Matrix

• Data Gathering Matrix
• Simplify Correspondence 

Catalogue
• Simplify Process 

Catalogue

• Simplify Correspondence 
Catalogue

• Benefit Realisation 
Document

Request for information sent to 
key SMEs provided by the 

business - achieved utilising 
the Simplify Data Gathering 

Matrix.

Where required VC sessions are 
established to increase the 

richness of data.

To Be specifications are 
documented leveraging 
Simplify “best in class” 

templates..

This allows SMEs to focus on 
direct feedback and 

responsive collaboration. 
Directly reducing arduous 

feedback loops.

Workshops are held via video 
conferencing utilising virtual 

whiteboards.

Workshops start significantly 
through the specification 

development cycle with most 
updates made in real-time.

Only minor alterations are 
required post workshop and 
specifications are sent to SMEs 

for review.

Documents are stored and 
collaborated on in secure 

environments.

Final versions are made 
available for review and direct 

feedback.

Forums are engaged where 
required to achieve final sign 

off.

Continual collaboration, interaction and governance via video conference

Signed off versions are held 
within SIMPLIFYLABS for the 

wider process context to 
include controls, policies and 

ongoing visibility.
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Assess Propose Collaborate Document Review Sign-Off

Utilisation of data rooms, 
SharePoint or via SIMPLIFYLABS 

within the context of E2E 
processes.

• SIMPLIFYLABS

SIMPLIFYLABS or client 
repositories.

Utilisation of  Zoom, Teams or 
WebEx functionality to 
collaborate in real-time.

• SIMPLIFYLABS

SIMPLIFYLABS, client 
repositories or secure 

email.
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The Benefits We Deliver

Benefits

Cost 
Reduction

Capacity 
Creation

Improved 
Quality

Improved 
Speed of 
Delivery

Consistent 
Tone of 
Voice

Improved 
Controls

Increased 
Customer 
Satisfaction

Standard
isation

We Can Produce….

• A correspondence catalogue linked to 
our capability model and process flows

• A suite of ‘best in class’ 
correspondence templates ready to be 
tailored to the proposition and tone of 
voice requirements

• The data items required to produce 
the correspondence specifications

• The process and system trigger points 
for each correspondence

We have worked with a wide range of clients to deliver tangible and intangible benefits used a robust repeatable approach. 
Typical deliverables and benefits are outlined below…

Real Results…

• Easily compare the current 
correspondence solution against a 
‘best in class’ solution to 
improvements to maximise benefits

• Produce new / improved 
correspondence using the Simplify 
templates reducing the time taken 
from project and SME resource

• Map correspondence to process flows 
so that the solution delivers maximum 
benefits to the operation teams and to 
the end customer

• Use the data items and system triggers 
to deliver an automated solution which 
will reduce processing time



Case Study



Case Study: Correspondence Delivery

Overview
Having previously worked with a client on their Mutual Funds programme, we were subsequently re-engaged to help them deliver their correspondence project. This involved creating specifications
for all Transfer Agency Mutual Funds correspondence items including letters, forms, statements etc that were to be produced from a new Transfer Agency platform.

Approach
We divided the correspondence catalogue to be delivered over 5 sprints, prioritising the more complex correspondence and also those that
represented ‘common’ correspondence that would be referenced across multiple processes.

Using inputs including existing templates, process maps, user stories, branding and tone of voice guides.

We undertook internal reviews to ensure that drafts were compliant with regulations, consistent in format and aligned to standards in terms of
branding and tone of voice.

We held remote workshops with SMEs from the operations, compliance and development teams to walkthrough and update specifications. We
subsequently issued updated specifications for final review and sign off.

Results
We left our client with detailed specifications documenting all of their correspondence templates. This included details of the business context, business
rules, triggers, whether fully automated, partially automated or manual, attachment and insert rules and data requirements. The benefits realised
included a more modern look, feel and tone of voice, compliance with current regulations and an increased number of automated STP outputs.

This provided the foundations for developers to build the required outputs which helped contribute to the overall delivery of the new Transfer Agency
platform.

The flexibility of the templates created also allow for easy onboarding of additional clients at any point in the future.

200

No. of templates 
created in five 

months

76 specifications 
detailing triggers, 
business context, 

business rules and data 
requirements

91 workshops held in 
21 weeks



Accelerators



Correspondence Catalogue
Our correspondence catalogue holds detailed specifications and mock-ups covering a wide range of processes operated in a Wealth environment 
which can be quickly tailored to our clients needs whilst assessing existing templates against “best in class”.

Understanding common inputs, outputs, data items and reference to the specification in a customer journey enables workshops to progress 
quickly without the need for multiple iterations. Its all about configuration, not creation!

DOMAIN

CAPABILITY

COMMUNICATIONS

PROCESS

POLICY

DATA

The model can be used to assess the capability 
of a product line, function, business unit or 
entire business with the scope defined at the 
outset

The model shows key components a business 
has or needs to perform to deliver a set of 
customer outcomes.

The communication used within a process that 
supports interactions between a business, the 
customer or intermediary. 

The Process level allows a business process to be 
mapped to show how a series of steps take 
inputs and outputs to achieve outcomes.

The internal policies, external regulations and 
control framework that underpins all business 
activity.

From the lowest level procedures through to 
processes and services, it is possible to identify 
the data items required to achieve an outcome.

• Meta Data • Data Dictionary

Detailed Process Flows

Data Items

Specs FormsProcess Inputs

• Triggers
• Policy
• Systems
• Actors
• Roles

Business Inputs

• Tone of Voice
• Regulations
• Control 

Framework
• Product



Correspondence Templates Examples

Conditional formatting built 
into the letter templates to 

accommodate dynamic 
creation of content based on 
individual circumstances and 

business rules

Generic branding easily replaceable 
with client side look, feel and tone of 

voice 
Colour coding provides easy referencing for business owners 
and technical developers alike. Mocked up templates enable 

end state look/feel to be understood quickly by all 
interested parties.

The model quickly allows data items 
to be mapped to the underlying data 

model and client specific 
terminology/rules to be identified and 

determined/applied as appropriate

Templates 
exist for all 

core 
customer 

and adviser 
outputs, 
enabling 

rapid 
design and 

build

Document triggers are all 
defined in the standard 
process maps and are 

channel agnostic
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